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1.1 Company standards
Jackson National Life Insurance Company (“Jackson” or the “Company”) requires that its Financial
Professionals and associates adhere to the highest standards of ethical market conduct. This “Financial
Professional Compliance Manual” and Jackson’s Financial Professional Agreement express Jackson’s
requirements regarding legal and ethical business standards for its Financial Professionals. Jackson fully
supports the spirit, as well as the letter of the laws applicable to its business and the Principles of Ethical
Market Conduct set forth in Section 1.2. Failure to comply with the following standards could result in
termination of the Financial Professionals appointment.

1.2 Principles of ethical market conduct
In all matters affecting the sale of annuity products, Jackson is committed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To provide competent and client-focused sales and service.
To engage in fair competition.
To provide advertising and sales materials that are clear as to purpose and honest and fair as to content.
To address client complaints and disputes fairly and expeditiously.
To maintain a system of oversight and review reasonably designed to achieve compliance with these
Principles of Ethical Market Conduct.
To provide data security and privacy for clients and customers.

4
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2.1 Licensing and appointment
A “Financial Professional” is a person who provides expertise for clients’ decisions around money matters,
personal finances, and investments. Financial Professionals must work as an independent agent, or may be
employed by a larger financial firm. Financial Professionals must be licensed to carry out business with
clients.
Financial Professionals must be properly licensed to transact the business of insurance, must have signed and
dated a Jackson Financial Professional Agreement and must have satisfied training requirements before
soliciting the purchase of a Jackson product. For these purposes, "solicitation" includes, but is not limited to,
attempts to achieve a sale by mail, advertising, telephone, in-person contact, or internet access.
Financial Professionals must be appointed with Jackson before any solicitation or sale of a Jackson product if
the states in which they are appointed with Jackson so require.
Financial Professionals that require information on applicable licensing and appointment requirements may
contact the following individuals: the respective state's insurance licensing department, the agency or
broker/dealer, a Jackson wholesaler, or Jackson's Licensing Department.

2.2 Education, training and product knowledge
Financial Professionals must satisfy state continuing education requirements necessary to maintain their
insurance license(s). Jackson encourages Financial Professionals to: (1) enhance their professional knowledge
and skills by participating in continuing education and training programs; (2) achieve additional professional
designations (i.e., CFP, ChFC, CLlJ); and (3) participate in industry associations and trade groups.
Financial Professionals should thoroughly understand the provisions, the costs and benefits, and the terms
and conditions of each Jackson product they market.
Jackson provides a wide range of training and educational resources to assist Financial Professionals in
understanding the Jackson products they sell and the regulatory requirements involved in the sales process,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Market Conduct Update newsletter
Product brochures and description sheets
The Jackson website
Computer-based training
Jackson-sponsored educational meetings, including continuing education classes
Product-specific certification classes

Financial Professionals should read Jackson's newsletters and memoranda to obtain information on insurance
regulations and Jackson policies and products. Financial Professionals may contact their Jackson wholesaler
to obtain information about Jackson education and training resources.

SENIOR DESIGNATIONS
Before Financial Professionals use with the public any designation that implies expertise regarding seniors'
unique needs (e.g., "certified senior advisor/consultant," "senior specialist," retirement specialist," or
6
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"certified financial gerontologist ," etc.), Financial Professionals should determine that the granting organization mandates continuing education, offers a disciplinary process, provides a means to check a professional's
status, and otherwise ensures that a designation is one of meaningful substance and not deceptive. Financial
Professionals should also ensure that their use complies with regulatory mandates.

2.3 Communications
Jackson prohibits misleading statements and omissions of material information. Financial Professionals must
ensure that all of their written and oral communications, including but not limited to, correspondence, conversations, sales proposals, electronic transmissions, and advertising and sales materials, regarding Jackson
and Jackson products are clear, accurate and truthful.
Financial Professionals may use only Jackson-approved "marketing material" with respect to Jackson products.
MARKETING MATERIAL DEFINED
Jackson defines "marketing material" as anything intended to create interest in insurance or annuities, an
insurer or insurance Financial Professional, a registered representative or broker/dealer, or to induce the
public to purchase, increase, modify, reinstate, borrow from, surrender, replace or retain a Jackson product.
Examples of marketing material include, but are not limited to: illustrations; proposals; sales scripts; seminar
invitations and presentations; video presentations; brochures; business cards; video emails, including audio
business cards; stationery; form letters; Yellow Page listings; on-hold messages; answering machines/
voicemail messages; facsimiles, including cover sheets; billboards and similar displays; articles and reprints;
email; and newsletters, including material disseminated over a computer or electronic network via the World
Wide Web (i.e., emails, websites, chat rooms) to all network subscribers or to targeted individuals or groups.
APPROVAL OF MARKETING MATERIAL
•

•

•
•

Jackson must approve, in writing, all of Financial Professionals' marketing material that concerns Jackson
or its products. Financial Professionals must submit to their Jackson wholesaler for Jackson's approval before use all marketing material that Jackson has not generated.
Financial Professionals may not amend or alter in any manner any Jackson generated and approved marketing material.
Financial Professionals must comply with usage restrictions such as "Representative Use Only" declared
on marketing material.
Financial Professionals' noncompliance with marketing material requirements could subject them and
Jackson to regulatory penalties, including fines of the loss of licenses to sell insurance.
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Solicitation/sale
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3.1 Financial professional identification
Financial Professionals must properly identify themselves to prospective clients, clearly describe the services
they are authorized to provide, clearly explain the capacity in which they are acting in the transaction, and, if
applicable, disclose the company or broker for which they are soliciting the sale.

3.2 Fair competition
Financial Professionals must provide objective, truthful (substantiated and not rumor or innuendo), accurate
and fair Information about competitors and their products. Financial Professionals must not inaccurately
disparage competitors or competitors' products.

3.3 Product disclosures
With respect to all products that Financial Professionals present to a client, Financial Professionals must:
•

Clearly identify to the client the product as an annuity contract or life insurance policy.

•

Thoroughly, accurately and truthfully represent the terms, conditions and costs.

•

Make only representations that are consistent with the terms and provisions of the product.

•

Not make, discharge, change or modify the terms of any application, contract, policy, premium notice,
assignment, or other form prepared by Jackson, and not make representations that contradict those
documents.

•

Comply with annuity contract disclosure statutes and regulations and requirements established by
Jackson.

3.4 Client-focused sales and service
Financial Professionals must have reasonable grounds to believe that the products they recommend are
appropriate for the client and must comply with suitability regulations and requirements of those states that
impose them. In all cases, Financial Professionals must engage in a fact-finding process, including discussion
with the client about the client's current insurance/financial needs and objectives.
Each client's insurance and financial needs are unique; to identify a client's needs and to help the client select
the right product, Financial Professionals must review with a client the client's:
AGE
Is the client over age 65? If so, is the product purchased
appropriate given the client’s age?
HEALTH
Is the client expecting a significant increase in medical expenses? If so, is there a plan in place to cover those expenses?
EDUCATION
What is the client’s level of education on investing? If low, can
the client demonstrate competency on this purchase/switch?

EMPLOYMENT
What is the client’s current employment status?
INCOME
What is the client’s annual income?

INCOME SOURCE
Clearly identify all sources of income for the client.
ASSETS/NET WORTH
What is the client’s Total Net Worth?
LIVING EXPENSES (CURRENT ANTICIPATED AND FUTURE)
What is the client’s level of education on investing? If low, can the
client demonstrate competency on this purchase/switch?
LIQUID NET WORTH
How much does the client have on-hand which is either liquid, or could
easily be converted to liquidity without penalty? Can the client cover
their emergency expenses easily with this?
RISK TOLERANCE
Does the client’s risk tolerance align with the proposed sale? If the risk
tolerance is low and the client is purchasing a variable contract, is
9 sufficient reasoning provided as to why this is appropriate?
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Financial Professionals must explain to the client how the contract works, and should provide the client
marketing material and other information that explain, among other matters of client interest: how Jackson
credits interest; the product's surrender charges, including the circumstances when surrender charges apply;
and withdrawal provisions and any tax penalties that may be associated with any withdrawals.
Financial Professionals must understand and comply with state requirements regarding the appropriateness
of sales. Financial Professionals must submit with the Jackson application all required Jackson and state
suitability forms completed in good order. Financial Professionals may direct questions about a state's and
Jackson's suitability/best interest requirements to a Jackson wholesaler or the Jackson Home Office new
business processing unit.
When making a recommendation to your client, use the following “pillars” to demonstrate the
appropriateness of that recommendation:
GATHER
Using approved Jackson paperwork (or the paperwork of your broker dealer, should they be
“certified” to review business through Jackson), gather all relevant and material information
regarding the client and the source of funds for this annuity. Importantly, the financial
professional must ensure that all information gathered is accurate and present.

UNDERSTAND
Know the details of the client’s financial picture, risk tolerance, and objectives. Review the
gathered information in a wholistic manner in order to make an appropriate
recommendation. Understand the Jackson product you are recommending to the client, as
well as the details of any product being replaced or surrendered. Realize the breadth of
implications for the move being attempted.

DISCLOSE
Ensure all material information has been fully disclosed, paying careful attention to the
client’s current financial picture and the loss of any features of any surrendered product. The
financial professional should give extra care and attention to any benefits lost by the client in
making an annuity or life replacement.

EXPLAIN
Provide a business case using verifiable information (statements from replacement products,
correspondence from the surrendering carrier) demonstrating that the move is in the client’s
best interest. If the paperwork provided does not offer adequate space, include additional
correspondence signed by the financial professional and the client providing further explanation.

3.5 Replacements
Most states have adopted replacement regulations and requirements that apply if a client intends to purchase an annuity contract and the Financial Professional knows or should have known that, by reason of the
transaction, the client's existing life insurance policy or annuity contract has been or will be:
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•
•
•
•
•

Lapsed, forfeited, surrendered or partially surrendered, assigned to the replacing insurer, or otherwise
terminated;
Converted to reduced paid-up insurance, continued as extended term insurance, or otherwise reduced in
value by the use of nonforfeiture benefits or other policy values;
Amended so as to effect either a reduction in benefits or in the term for which coverage would otherwise
remain in force or for which benefits would be paid;
Reissued with reduction in cash value; or
An actual or intended source of funds to pay all or part of premium due on the replacement contract
within four months before, or 13 months after, the effective date of the replacement policy.

A replacement may occur even when the money for a new annuity contract comes directly from the client
and not an- other insurance company, if the source of the money is as described above.
Financial Professionals should make no recommendation that a client replace an existing policy or contract
unless the Financial Professional first provides the client a complete and accurate comparison of the existing
and new policy/ contact premiums, expenses, surrender charges, cash values, death benefits, living benefits,
and guaranteed and maximum values, and makes a determination that replacement is in the client's best interest.
Failure to do so is considered an improper replacement or churning and is prohibited. When replacing an existing policy or contract, a Financial Professional must provide and carefully review with the client the information necessary to help the client understand the advantages and disadvantages of replacing an existing
policy or contract, document the reasons the purchase of a new policy/contract serves the client's objectives
better than the maintenance of an existing policy/contract and comply with applicable state replacement
regulations and Jackson requirements.

A replacement may not be in a client's best interest because of:
•

•
•
•

Diminished value of the existing policy/contract that will occur if the client borrows against their existing
policy/ contract to pay premiums on a proposed policy/contracts and dies with an unpaid loan amount
because the un- paid loan amount, plus unpaid interest, will be deducted from the benefits of the existing policy/contract.
New acquisition expense charges, which often result in lower future cash values (assuming the same face
amount).
New surrender charges.
Loss of privileges, benefits, and options under the existing policy/contract.

Financial Professionals must understand and comply with the state's requirements regarding replacements.
Financial Professionals must submit with the Jackson application all required Jackson and state replacements
forms, completed and in good order. Financial Professionals may direct questions about the state's and Jackson's replacement requirements to a Jackson wholesaler or the Jackson Home Office new business unit.

3.6 Illustrations/guaranteed and non-guaranteed elements
Financial Professionals may use only Jackson-approved illustrations for Jackson products. When using an illustration, a
Financial Professional should:

11
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•

Show the client a complete illustration with no pages omitted.

•

Carefully explain that the illustration is a projection, based on non-guaranteed factors, and not a
guarantee of future policy/contract performance.

•

Not highlight portions of the illustration or make notations on the illustration. Keep a complete copy of
the illustration for the client' s file.

In those states that impose specific regulations regarding the use of illustrations, if the Financial Professional
uses an illustration, the Financial Professional must ensure that both the Financial Professional and the
applicant sign the illustration's numeric summary page and provide the client a copy of the signed
illustration. Keep a complete copy of the illustration for the client' s file.
GUARANTEED AND NON-GUARANTEED ELEMENTS
A Financial Professional must clearly explain to the client the difference between guaranteed and nonguaranteed values and benefits, not state or imply that the payment or amount of non-guaranteed elements
is guaranteed and Explain that credited interest rates are guaranteed only to the rate specified in the policy/
contract.

3.7 Rebates
Rebating occurs when a Financial Professional gives to a person or firm any portion of the Financial Professional' s commission, any gratuity, or anything of value as an inducement to purchase insurance. Most states
prohibit rebating, and Jackson discourages rebating in those states that permit the practice.
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Completing the sale
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4.1 The Application and other forms
INFORMATION
•
•

Information provided on all forms must be accurate and complete to the best of the Financial Professional's knowledge and belief.
All applications must bear the correct date. Jackson strictly prohibits predating and postdating
applications.

SIGNATURES
Financial Professional must:
•
•

•
•
•

Ensure that the applicant understands the application questions.
Obtain signatures of the required parties on the application and other required forms only after the
application and forms are completed. Do not request or allow an applicant to sign blank forms.
Ask that the applicant read the application and all required forms and to confirm that all answers
provided are accurate and complete.
Not affix or allow to another person to affix a signature or initials that are not his/her own.
Sign as a witness to another person's signature only when made in the Financial Professional's presence.

CHANGES
Financial Professionals:
•
•

Have no authority to change answers on an application without the knowledge, consent and written
approval of the applicant or insured, as applicable.
Must not make, waive, alter or discharge the rates, terms or conditions of any Jackson contract, policy,
application or other forms without Jackson's prior written approval.

4.2 Accepting premiums
Jackson permits payment of premium only by check made payable to Jackson National Life Insurance
Company. Financial Professionals may not receive premium funds in cash or any other instrument payable to
any person or entity other than Jackson.
Financial Professionals should instruct clients to remit renewal premiums directly to Jackson's Remittance
Processing Department. If a Financial Professional receives policy or contract premiums, the Financial
Professional must promptly mail the payment to Jackson's Remittance Processing Department. Jackson
reserves the right to reject and return any policy or contract premium for any reason.

4.3 Contract delivery and delivery requirements Annuity contracts
Financial Professionals should deliver the contract to clients in person, and at delivery should reaffirm that
the client understands the contract and confirm the client's reasons for purchase. If a contract must be
mailed, the Financial Professional should use "certified mail, return receipt requested" to ensure
documentation of delivery.
14
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Some states impose regulations that may require that a Financial Professional obtain a Policy Delivery
Receipt.

4.4 File Documentation
Financial Professionals should maintain properly documented files. Several states require that Financial Professionals maintain a file for each contract sold that includes: application sales proposal(s); brochures used
during the sale; delivery receipts; correspondence to and from the client; and disclosure documents.
Financial Professionals should maintain their books, accounts and records to clearly and accurately disclose
the nature and details of each transaction. Without limiting the foregoing, Financial Professionals' files should
document all analysis the Financial Professional has performed to determine a client's insurance/financial
needs and objectives and that the product appropriately satisfies those needs and objectives.
Financial Professionals' file(s) should include, but not be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copies of Jackson-approved illustrations signed by the client.
Copies of any sales material presented to the client.
Case notes, including documentation of recommendations made and why.
Trust papers, corporate resolutions, etc., evidencing the applicant's authority to enter into the contract.
Telephone log of calls related to the transaction.
Copies of correspondence related to the transaction.
A copy of the policy/contract and application forms.
A copy of signed Policy Delivery Receipt.
Proper documentation is extremely important should a Financial Professional find it necessary to
respond to an allegation of misconduct or to a client's complaint.

15
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Data security, privacy and
anti-money laundering
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FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL NUMBER AND LOG-IN INFORMATION
Jackson will provide appointed Financial Professionals a Jackson Financial Professional number that enables
the Financial Professional to access his/her and his/her clients' account information through the Jackson
website. Jackson considers the Financial Professional number and log-in information proprietary business
information that must be kept confidential. A Financial Professional's use of the Jackson website to access
client information is to permit or facilitate service to clients.
Financial Professionals may not provide Jackson's Financial Professional number or log-in information to
anyone for any purpose and must use the delegation feature provided to grant access to an authorized party.
Jackson may suspend or terminate a Financial Professional who provides access to the Jackson website in
violation of this prohibition. Financial Professionals with questions concerning access to the Jackson website
may contact Jackson Web Assistance at (877) 565-2968.
DATA PROTECTION AND SECURITY
Financial Professionals shall have security and privacy controls in place that address the management of
security and data protection in accordance with industry best practices for all machines with access to
Jackson Data. This includes, but is not limited to, training all office staff/employees on information security;
up to date antivirus/antimalware software; updating or patching all devices, operating systems, and
applications; use of strong, unique passwords; use of Multi-Factor Authentication; and firewall protection.
Financial Professionals shall monitor systems and processes for security intrusions or violations and must
notify Jackson of suspicious cyber activity. A written incident response plan that ensures that all Security
Breaches are promptly responded to (“Security Breach Response Plan”) promptly is required. The Security
Breach Response Plan should include (1) the internal processes for responding to Security Breaches, (2) the
goals of the incident response plan, (3) the definition of clear roles, responsibilities and levels of
decision-making authority, (4) external and internal communications and information sharing, and (5)
identification of requirements for the remediation of any identified weaknesses in the Program, systems, and
associated controls. Financial Professionals shall be responsible for any and all Security Breaches, including
Security Breaches made by employees and subcontractors.

5.1 Privacy compliance
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act ("GLBA'') regulates financial institutions' (including, insurance companies,
agencies and Financial Professionals, and broker/dealers and banking entities) information sharing and
protection practices. Each state is responsible to enact regulations to implement the GLBA privacy
requirements as they apply to the insurance industry. Financial Professionals should educate themselves
about the specific privacy regulations adopted in each state in which they are licensed and appointed with
Jackson.
Privacy regulations require that financial institutions safeguard customer’s personal information and develop
a policy regarding their practices for collection and sharing non-public personal information. Additionally,
financial institutions are required to provide notice of these practices to their customers at the time a
relationship is established. In certain situations, financial institutions are also required to provide notice of
their privacy policy to customers annually.
State and federal privacy regulations permit financial institutions to share customer non-public personal
information for the institution's everyday business purposes - such as to process transactions and
17
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maintain accounts, to prevent fraud and to respond to court orders and legal investigations. As a general rule
subject to limited exception, financial institutions that wish to share information for other purposes must
provide each customer with an opportunity to limit (or opt out of) the information sharing.
Jackson recognizes that its customers expect Jackson to protect their information and to use that information
responsibly, and Jackson is committed to fulfilling that expectation. For that reason, as indicated in Jackson's
Privacy Notice, Jackson will share information, if at all, only pursuant to the exceptions permitted by law.
Applicable privacy regulations extend Jackson's disclosure-related obligations to Jackson's Financial
Professionals. However, the regulations also provide an exemption to the requirements to the extent that a
Financial Professional is a representative of another licensee ("Principal"), such as Jackson National Life
Insurance Company, and:
•
•

The Principal otherwise complies with and provides notices required by the regulation.
The licensee does not disclose any nonpublic personal information to any other person other than the
Principal or its affiliates in a manner permitted by this regulation. (As noted above, if a Financial
Professional chooses to disclose nonpublic personal information in a manner not permitted by the
regulation, the Financial Professional must comply with notice requirements. Furthermore, Section 15 of
Jackson's Financial Professional Agreement prohibits disclosure other than to the Jackson, to regulators,
or as a result of a judicial or administrative process or subpoena).

5.2 Anti-Money laundering campaign
WHAT IS MONEY LAUNDERING?
Money laundering is the practice of disguising the proceeds and true ownership of funds derived from illegal
activities, or the filtering of legal money intended for illegal purposes. The practice can involve a single
transaction or a series of transactions that conceal or disguise the nature, source, ownership, control or
intended use of the proceeds.
The money laundering process is comprised of three phases:
•

•
•

Placement: The illicit proceeds are deposited into the financial system through transactions such as bank
deposits or the purchase of insurance products.
Layering: The illicit proceeds are separated from their criminal source through complex financial
transactions.
Integration: The proceeds are put back into circulation into the economy with the appearance of legality

IDENTIFICATION OF CUSTOMERS

The single most significant factor in preventing money laundering is "Know Your Customer." Financial Professionals must know their customers well enough to ensure that they are who they claim to be and must be
sufficiently familiar with their customers' investment practices so that any transactions outside the norm can
be readily identified.
Under the AML regulations, insurance companies that issue or underwrite covered products are required to
obtain relevant customer-related information necessary for an effective AML program.

18
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Relevant customer-related information includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Name
Date of birth
Address
Taxpayer identification number (for U.S. persons)
Jackson uses its annuity products' application forms for to collect the required information. Jackson requires all questions on applications to be fully and accurately completed.

If a potential customer either refuses to provide required information when requested, or appears to have
intentionally provided misleading information, Jackson will not issue the customer a new annuity contract.
Appropriate documents for verifying customers' identities include the following:
•
•

For an individual, an unexpired government-issued identification evidencing nationality or residence and
bearing a photograph or similar safeguard such as a driver's license or passport.
For an entity, documents demonstrating the entity's legal existence such as certified articles of incorporation, a government-issued business license, a partnership agreement or a trust instrument.

Financial Professionals are not required to verify that documents a customer offers for identity
verification has been validly issued and may rely on a government issued identification as verification of a
customer's identity. If, however, a Financial Professional suspects that the document shows some
obvious form or fraud, the Financial Professional must consider that suspicion when evaluating
whether they can form a reasonable belief that they know the customer's true identify.
Financial Professionals should immediately report any concerns regarding the validity of a
customer's identification documents to AML-Jackson@jackson.com.

Financial Professionals should document their efforts to verify a customer's identification, including all
identifying information provided by a customer, the methods the Financial Professional employed to verify
identification, and the resolution of any discrepancies. The Financial Professional's documentation should
contain a description of any document that they relied on to verify a customer's identity, noting the type of
document, any identification number contained in the document, the place of issuance, and the date of
issuance and expiration date if applicable. Financial Professionals should also document the resolution of
each substantive discrepancy discovered when verifying the identifying information obtained. Financial
Professionals must retain records of all identification information for five years after an annuity contract or
life insurance policy is terminated and must retain records made about verification of the customer's identity
for five years after the record is made.
Jackson opposes money laundering and other activities that facilitate money laundering or the funding of
terrorist or criminal activities. Jackson is vigorously committed to complying with all laws and regulations
designed to combat money laundering activity, including those rules and regulations that require the
reporting of transactions involving currency, certain monetary instruments, and suspicious activity.

On October 31, 2005, the Department of Treasury issued final regulations effective May 2, 2006, with respect
to anti-money laundering ("AML") programs for insurance companies. The regulations require insurance
companies to develop an AML program that includes training. The AML regulations apply to the following
covered products:
19
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•
•
•

Permanent life insurance, other than group life insurance
Annuity contracts, other than group annuity contracts
Any other insurance product with features of cash value or investment

Jackson is responsible to ensure that relevant persons receive training on money laundering prevention on a
regular basis; fully understand relevant AML procedures and their importance; and understand the
ramifications of noncompliance.
Financial Professionals are in a unique position to obtain information regarding the customer, the customer's
source of funds for the products Financial Professionals sell, and the customer's reasons for purchasing an
insurance product.
“Because the federal laws define marijuana as an illegal drug, and because of the risk inherent in marijuanarelated businesses, Jackson does not issue any contracts to an individual or business involved in the
manufacture, sale or distribution of marijuana. Jackson asks that Financial Professionals assist Jackson
identifying any customers involved in marijuana-related businesses and who submit an application to Jackson
so that Jackson can decline that application. Financial Professionals that discover that Jackson has issued a
contract to customer involved in marijuana-related businesses should contact Jackson at
AML-Jackson@jackson.com.”
SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
Financial Professionals must notify Jackson if they detect any suspicious activity, also referred to as "red
flags." Jackson's AML Team will determine whether a Suspicious Activity Report ("SAR") must be filed with
FinCEN. See the section titled "Reporting of Suspicious Activity" for further information on this process.
Examples of red flags include, but are not limited to:
The customer exhibits unusual concerns regarding Jackson's compliance with government
reporting requirements and/or Jackson's AML policies.
The customer is reluctant or refuses to reveal information concerning business activities, or
furnishes unusual or suspect identification or business documents.
The customer wishes to engage in transactions that lack business sense or apparent investment
strategy, or that are inconsistent with the customer's stated financial goals.
The customer provides false, misleading or substantially incorrect information regarding the source
of transaction funds.
The customer has a suspicious background or is the subject of news reports indicating possible
criminal, civil or regulatory violations.
The customer exhibits a lack of concern regarding risks, surrender charges or other transaction
costs.
Any attempted unusual method of payment, particularly by cash or cash equivalents such as money
orders or cashier checks.
20
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Payment of large sums "broken" into multiple smaller sums.
The purchase or funding of a product that appears to exceed a customer's known income or liquid
net worth.
The customer has difficulty describing the nature of, or lacks general knowledge of, the person's
business or industry.
REPORTING OF SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
The Jackson Money Laundering Reporting Officer has the sole responsibility to respond to any inquiry
regarding the subject matter of any SAR. Financial Professionals must not, under any circumstances, disclose
the fact that a SAR has been filed or considered, or disclose the contents of a SAR, to the subject of a SAR or
to any third party. Financial Professionals should report any suspicious activity to the Money Laundering
Reporting Officer via email to AML-Jackson@jackson.com.
PENALTIES FOR NONCOMPLIANCE
Jackson and its Financial Professionals share an important responsibility to comply with Jackson's AML
program and all applicable AML laws. Noncompliance will constitute grounds for discipline, up to and
including termination. In addition, a Financial Professional's violation of AML laws may expose the Financial
Professional to substantial penalties under federal law.

5.3 Fraud
Jackson does not tolerate fraud, be it internal or external, and whether perpetrated by outsiders, customers,
Financial Professionals or associates.
Fraud is defined as any act characterized by deceit, concealment or violation of trust that is committed by an
individual or organization to obtain money, property or services; avoid payment or loss of services; or secure
a personal or business advantage. Jackson and its Financial Professional share an important responsibility to
detect and prevent ex- ternal fraud directed against the Company by contract/policy owners, beneficiaries or
other third parties.
External fraud examples include:
Submitting altered or forged documents to the Company in order to withdraw or transfer funds;
•
•
•

Submitting false claims;
Negotiation of counterfeit, altered or forged checks; and
Altering applications, forms or other documents submitted to the Company.

The following is a non-exclusive list of indicators related to external fraud. The occurrence of a specific
indicator, in and of itself, does not substantiate the existence of fraudulent acts, but rather should serve as a
basis for raising suspicion and possible notification to Jackson.
•
•

Partial or full surrender request is received shortly after a change of address on the contract/policy;
Partial or full surrender request indicates that funds should be sent to somewhere other than the address
of record;
21
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•
•
•
•
•

Partial or full surrender request indicates that the funds should be payable to an individual other than the
owner(s), or directed to an account which is not of identical ownership;
False and/or misleading information is discovered on the contract application, claim paperwork,
surrender paperwork or transfer/exchange paperwork:
The claimant/requestor is apparently experiencing events which may lead to financial difficulty, such as
separation or divorce, unemployment, business declines or defaults, medical or legal expenses;
Submitted documents appear to be altered and/or forged.
It is Jackson’s policy that all Financial Professionals must report all instances of known or
suspected fraud related to Jackson business to Jackson’s Special Investigations Unit via email to
siu@jackson.com. Financial Professionals must also cooperate with Jackson related to any fraud
investigation.

5.4 Elder financial exploitation
Elder financial exploitation is the fraudulent or otherwise illegal, unauthorized, or improper act or process of
an individual, including a caregiver or fiduciary, who uses the resources of an older individual for monetary or
personal benefit, profit, or gain, or that results in depriving an older individual of rightful access to, or use of
benefits, resources, belongings, or assets.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identity theft;
Check fraud;
Counterfeit debit/credit cards;
Misuse of caretakers, including theft of property and money;
Lottery and sweepstakes scams;
Romance scams;
Grandparent/imposter scams;
Tax and debt collection scams; and
Home improvement scams.

The following is a non-exclusive list of indicators specifically related to elder financial exploitation. The occurrence of a specific indicator, in an of itself, does not substantiate the existence of elder financial exploitation
but rather should serve as a basis for raising suspicion and possible referral to Jackson.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Withdrawal frequency that is inconsistent with prior transaction patterns;
Disregard for surrender charges;
The elder appears confused about withdrawal/surrender activity associated with the contract;
A caregiver or other individual shows excessive interest in the elder’s finances or assets, does not allow
the elder to speak for themselves, or is reluctant to leave the elders side during conversations;
The elder shown an unusual degree of fear or submissiveness towards a caregiver, or expresses a fear of
eviction or nursing home placement if money is not given to a caregiver;
You are unable to speak directly with the elder, despite repeated attempts to contact them;
A new caretaker, relative, or friend suddenly begins conducting financial transactions on behalf of the elder with- out proper documentation;
Caregiver insists that you call at a certain time to speak to the elderly contract/policy owner;
Frequent follow-up calls from the caregiver asking for status of a payment;
The elderly customer moves away from existing relationships and toward new associations with other
“friends” or strangers;
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•
•

The elderly individual’s financial management changes suddenly, such as through a change of power of
attorney to a different family member or a new individual; and
The elderly customer lacks knowledge about his or her financial status or shows a sudden reluctance to
discuss financial matters.
It is Jackson’s policy that all Financial Professionals must report all instances of known or suspected elder financial exploitation related to Jackson business to Jackson’s Special Investigations
Unit via email to siu@jackson.com.
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6.1 Complaint handling
Jackson considers all client concerns seriously and is committed to their prompt and fair resolution.

Financial Professionals must notify Jackson's Customer Relations Department immediately of any Contract
owner complaints, disciplinary proceedings against the Financial Professional, or threatened or filed
arbitration action or civil litigation against the Financial Professional arising out of the solicitation or servicing
of the Contracts (each a "Claim"). Additionally, Financial Professionals must promptly forward to Jackson's
Customer Relations Department, by certified mail, by emailing customercare@jackson.com (with “Customer
Relations” in the subject line), or by other means which can be tracked, any notice or legal process served on
the Financial Professional related to the Financial Professional’s Jackson-related business.
Financial Professionals must cooperate with Jackson in investigating, responding to, settling and/or taking any
Claim to trial. Financial Professionals must respond to Jackson's inquiries thoroughly and promptly, and with
all relevant information and documentation. Financial Professionals must submit to Jackson, and obtain
Jackson's approval of, any proposed communication to any Contract owner or other third party regarding any
Claim before sending such communication.
When Jackson receives allegations of Financial Professional misconduct of any kind, Jackson will contact the
Financial Professional and request that the Financial Professional provide Jackson a written statement addressing the allegations. Jackson expects Financial Professionals to respond thoroughly and promptly, and to
include all relevant information and documentation, and failure to do so will result in disciplinary action, up
to and including termination of the Financial Professional's appointment with Jackson.

6.2 Other state requirements
Jackson does not intend this Manual as an all-inclusive document outlining all state requirements regarding
Financial Professionals' sales activities. Jackson expects that Financial Professionals will understand the
requirements of each state in which he/she is licensed and appointed with Jackson.

6.3 Questions regarding financial professional compliance manual
Financial Professionals should contact Jackson's Compliance Group, a unit within Jackson's Legal Department,
with any questions regarding this Financial Professional Compliance Manual.
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